Villa Sophia
Paraiso Alto, Benahavis, Malaga

€1,840-€3,220/day
Ref: Vilujo-249

AMAZING LUXURY VILLA FOR GUESTS WITH HIGH STANDARDSWe invite you to experience the ultimate in luxury at
Villa Sophia in the exclusive Paraiso Alto neighbourhood of Marbella. Completed in May 2022, this stunning villa
offers a unique blend of elegance and comfort, making it the perfect choice for discerning travellers who demand
the very best. Whether you're looking to relax in style or entertain in grand fashion, Villa Sophia has everything you
need to make your dream holiday a reality. The 1,400m2 villa is situated in a beautiful high location on a private plot
of 2,800m2.The villa can house up to 12 guests (+3) in six luxury bedrooms, all with walk-in wardrobes and views
across the hinterland towards the sea view. The private garage and parking can accommodate 6 cars.The oversized
entr...
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Property Description
Location: Urbanizacion el Paraiso 362, Paraiso Alto, Benahavis, Malaga, España
AMAZING LUXURY VILLA FOR GUESTS WITH HIGH STANDARDS
We invite you to experience the ultimate in luxury at Villa Sophia in the exclusive Paraiso Alto
neighbourhood of Marbella. Completed in May 2022, this stunning villa offers a unique blend of
elegance and comfort, making it the perfect choice for discerning travellers who demand the very
best. Whether you're looking to relax in style or entertain in grand fashion, Villa Sophia has everything
you need to make your dream holiday a reality.
The 1,400m2 villa is situated in a beautiful high location on a private plot of 2,800m2.
The villa can house up to 12 guests (+3) in six luxury bedrooms, all with walk-in wardrobes and views
across the hinterland towards the sea view. The private garage and parking can accommodate 6 cars.
The oversized entrance opens up and reveals an exclusive hall area across different levels with up to
6-metre ceilings. From this hall, your eyes will catch Sophia Loren, a 12m2 wall decoration of the
beautiful Italian actress after whom the villa is named.
The heart of your holiday will for sure be the spacious kitchen with Wolf and Subzero appliances in
combination with two dining areas, one next to the fireplace and the other with sea view, views of La
Concha mountains and more. With the living room next, we have a total 300m2 of open space.
This villa will offer you a 130m2 spacious Master bedroom with an outside shower and private
terrace.
The large pool offers 20m of swimming lines. Next to the pool you can enjoy the separate hot pool
with a magnificent view. You can also experience the private spa with sauna, a Moroccan-inspired
steam bath, ice water basin and a large gym overlooking the sea and La Concha mountains.
A pool table and TV room, table tennis table and chill out area are all available in this ultimate
entertainment home.
Enjoy the sea view from the entire villa or go hiking in the nearby La Concha Mountain or maybe
practice your golf swing in one of the many famous golf clubs nearby.
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